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INTRODUCTION 

••• (There) is a certain ethical character, one and the same, 
a system of first principles and sentiments and tastes, a mode of 
viewing the question and of arguing, which is formally and normally, 
naturally and divinely, the organum investigandi given us for 
gaining religious truth, and which would lead the mind by an infal
lible succession from the rejection of atheism to theism, and from 
theism to Christianity, and fr~m Christianity to Evangelical Religion, 
and from these to Catholicity. 

John Henry Newman states that One of the principal reasons for 

writing his Grammar of Assent was to uncover and describe the character 

of this organum investigandi. 2 The principal reason for the present 

study is to expose what he has thus uncovered and described and to con-

sider its relation with conscience, i.e., to find the connection between 

his delineations of conscience and the ethical character of the mode of 

inquiry conditioning the po ssi bili ty of the acquisition and acceptance 

of religious truth and specifically of the Catholic faith. The main work 

relied on is, of course, the Grammar of Assent, but other writings of 

Newman and secondary studies will be drawn on as needed and helpful. 

Do ~ I~L It might be wise to indicate a portion of the particular set of 

fL.;,. f~~~ principles" from which the present study is written. Bernard 

I"--~ 
~ Lonergan has listed Newman's Grammar along with writings of Augustine, 

r Descartes' Regulae and Pascal's Pensees as "common sense" or "ordinary 

~) language" attempts to describe the conscious subject and his conscious 

operations • .? Lonergan's meaning of "common sense" distinguishes these 

attempts from a systematic delineation of the world of human interiority, 

such as he has presented in Insight. 4 Such works, Lonergan says, display 
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to us the fact that, in contrast to strict Aristotelianism, a legitimate 

movement is possible from a description of mental acts as experienced 

and then from their systematic conception and personal affirmation, to 

notions of being, truth, and objectivity, and finally to an explicit 

metaphysics. It would seem a reasonable hypothesis (yet to be verified, 

it is true) that Lonergan's Insight can be viewed as a systematic trans-

position of the discourse of New~an's Grammar and an explicit statement 

of the epistemology and metaphysics therein implied. That is to say, 

the "common sense" description given by Newman can be related by and 

large to Lonergan's cO~1itional theory and then, once the world of human 

interiority has been systematically conceived and this system personally 

affirmed, the questions of epistemology and metaphysics can be dealt 

with. This is not meant to imply that Lonergan's cognitional analYSis 

adds nothing to Newman's Grammar other than a systematic framework nor 

is it intended as a denial of the creative and original genius of either 

mind. Above all,(yhave no intention of trying to maintain that Insight 

and the Grammar of Assent have the same primary intent. (Pdo wish to 

propose, however, that the relations between the Grammar and Insight 

can be more finely articulated than C. S. Dessain has done in his as yet 

unpublished comparison presented at the Lonergan Congress in April, 

1970.5 Dessain discovers unquestionable parallels between Newman and 

Lonergan; but an understanding of Lonergan's notion of "realms of meaning fl 

and particularly of his distinction between the realm of common sense 



and those of theory and interiority6 

a very enlightening transposition. 

Such an approach might also--again, this is by way of hypothesis--

clarify the single area in which Dessain finds little parallel between 

New~an and Lonergan, the critically important area of conscience and 

the natural knowledge of God. For it can be intelligently argued, I 

believe, that Newman's "ethical character of inquiry" is related to 

Lonergan's "transcendental drive tl "\-lith its imperatives: be attentive, 

intelligent, reasonable, responsible; i.e., that these two are talking 

about the same phenomenon. Lonergan shows this drive to open upon the 

question of God in many ways; Newman would prefer to discuss but one, 

though he admidt the possibility of others. Lonergan's material on 

"general transcendent knowledge" in Insight might thus be thought of 

as a display of "conscience" at work in a systematic vein, whereas 

Newman's "proof for God from conscience" might be thought of as an 

instance of the spontaneous reasonableness and responsibility of consis-

tent but non-systematic thought. 

At any rate, this is not a comparative study of Lonergan and 

Newman. I mention these ,-hypotheses simply to indicate the intellectual ...... 

framework from which this paper is written and to provide an indication 

of dangers of which I am well aware. In discussing Newman as a psycho

logist, J.-H. V/algra.ve 7 indicates that there are parallels with much in 

modern psychology, but also that he discovered these parallels only after 
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his views on Newman I s psychology had assumed a coherent form. My o'V/n 

reading of Newman took place, on the other hand, only after five years 

of attempting to appropriate the philosophical achievement of Lonergan. 

The danger of exaggerated "eisegesis" is not lessened by the kno'Vlledge 

of Lonergan1s careful study of the Grammar of Assent.8 As much as 

possible, I hope this paper represents an honest attempt to study Newman 

on his own merits without seeking correlations or suggesting criticisms.:, 

~ ~ ~ ...e·'.1r·~~~ ~ 
~ 1'L- ~1 ~~ ~~ 
-r-- A/'~ ~. ~ ---- r-A-

~~_J~ 



I. THE PROBLEM IN ITS CONTEXT 

James Collins indicates that Newman was always haunted by the 

problem of the rational character of faith. He presents the following 

quotation as indicative of a fundamental problem lying behind much of 

Newman's work. 

The great mass of Catholics know nothing of argument, how then is 
their faith rational? ••• How can (the Catholic's) belief be 
called rational? How can his treatment of his intellect be called 
honest or dutiful to its great Maker and Giver? ••• If a religion 
is consequent upon reason, and at the same time for all men, there 
must be reasons producible sufficient for the rational conviction 
of every individual •••• I would affirm that faith must rest o~ 
reason, nay, even in the case of children, and of the most ignorant 
and dull peasant, wherever faith is living and loving; and of course 
in a great many other cases besides. I start then with a deep con
viction that that is the case on which the objection I am to answer 
bases itself; viz. that faith not only ought to rest upon reason 
as its human basis, but does rest and cannot but so rest, if it 
deserves the name of faith. And my task is to elicit and show to 
the satisfaction of others What those grounds of reason are. 9 

By no means, however, was this to imply that Christian belief 

was to be rationalized into those doctrines which survive strict logical 

tests, nor that the believer must apply mathematical or scientific canons 

to his beliefs in order to maintain his integrity. Such a tendency on 

the part of the Noetic school at Oriel College proved to be an initial 

p,?int of conflict prompting Newman's interest in this problem. He judged 

that this approach tended to reserve a \'i'ell-founded Christian faith for 

a small handful of scholars. 10 The problem lay not in the fact that 

fa! th must be welLfounded in reason, but in the foundations offered by 

the Noetic school. Positively, Newman inherited from the Noetics a deep 

suspicion of a purely emotional religion. Negatively, he Was convinced 

5 
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of the artificiality and narrowness of their criteria for well founded 

belief. "Many believer s do have a reason for their act of faith and 

do distinguish it from an ungrounded commitment, without being able to 

put their evidence into a formula. Their minds operate through an 

implicit kind of reasoning, even when they do not put it into syllogistic 

mood and figure." 11 Even in natural science Newman was to discover 

operative this informal type of reasoning. 12 How, then, does the mind 

work in concrete and historical matters, such as those involved in faith? 
..;,. . (-.-0 ~d.. .• 4:.... . 

~ ,~ .. . ~Newman Was aware that an answer to this que~tion demanded his 

•. J~ ~ence to a psychological rather than a logical point of view. He 
(,IV - _ .• ~ *') ----
~~ ~- m~st ~;e;:{IY describe our human interiority and its personal acts,:, 
~ ~ r,..,.e,...-, 
P- "that minute, continuous, experimental reasoning, which shows badly 

()~~~ 
~q . I on paper, but which drifts silently into an overwhelming c~ulus of 

~ proof; and, 
? 

AS@~hall 

\-Then our start is true, brings us on to a true result." 1;> 

see, Newman will point to the illative sense as a way of 

meeting the common problem that informal reasoning has a germ of generalitYi 

and scientific reasoning at times becomes informal. He will also argue 

that, if we trust this minute and continuous reasoning when it reaches 

existentially significant results, there is no reason why our trust 

should be any less strong when the same informal processes {of our 

mind give rise to the assent to God and the world of religion. 

Walgrave suggests and initiates a fascinating study. He main-

tains that an essential core insight of Newman's is the conflict between 
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~ conscience and the world, one .spect of which is the opposition of 

conscience and the self-sufficient reason. He maintains that this same 

conflict underlies the following antithes~s: orthodoxy vs. heresy in 

The Arians of the Fourth Century and in the Essay ~ Development; faith 

vs. autnonomous reason in the University Sermons; the Catholic vs. the 

rationalistic spirit in Tract 12; the ethos of the gentieman and the 

religious ethos in the Idea of ! University; and real vs. notional assent 

in the Grammar of Assent. 14 In the University Sermons, for example, 

"Newman shows that every person can, by his reason, reach the threshold 

of faith; even one of little education could do so, but through an 

'experiential I procesa of a kind of implicit and unconscious reasoning 

rather than by explicit examination. But this gradual approach to faith 

supposes personal fidelity to conscience, not a scientific attitude; 

the factors leading to conviction are the profound stirrings of conscience 

rather than the proofs furnished by history.1I
15 The aim of the Grammar 

is to grapple with this problem and achieve a definitive solution in 

its regard. It is really Ne\vman' slife's work. In 1860, he wrote to 

William Froude: IIrf r wrote a new work it would deal with the popular, 

practical, and personal proofs of Christianity, precisely in as much as 

they stand at the antipodes of scientific demonstration; it would aim 

at showing how any given person, educated or not, possesses as much 

right to certainty--has, therefore, motives as truly rational--as a 

learned theologian with his scientific arguments. 1I16 

Newman had very personal reasons for l'iri ting the Grammar: 
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• • • he had to draw out and justify the principles and process of 
thought to which were due the direction of his life and his entry 
into the Catholic Church. He had long felt the need of a thorough 
inquiry into the workings of his mind and now it became an imperative 
duty. Kingsley ••• impelled him to \'1ri te the Apologia and to bring 
out clearly the principles and stages of his intellectual gro\,ith. 
As might be expected, there Was a reaction from the 'spirit of the 
time.' In September, 1864, Fitzjames Stephen alleged that the methmd 
adopted by Newman had vitiated his thought. This method he inter
preted as follows: for motives of an irrational nature, of purely 
personal feeling, New~an had arbitrarily imposed a pnrticular conver
gence and direction on a whole collection of likelihoods which, 
interpreted differently, and under the influence of other sentiments, 
could have led him in quite another direction. Among the numerous 
letters Newman received on the subject, those of V/illiam Froude, so 
moving in their sincerity and trust, taught him that the scientific 
world, though admiring his extraordinary intellectual power, were 

j grieved and amazed to see how he had bridged the gap--so lightheartedly-
between simpll probability and firm certitude. This reproach went 
to his heart. His Apologia, then, had to be reinforced with a 
substructure going much deeper. He would, to justify that ''1ork, . 
being to light the whole \'1orking of his mind, and this would give :.;. ~ 
the key to his entire work. 17 ~ ,. (1j ~ treatment of the problem will be as follows: first, ~ shall 

give a fairly lengthy summary of the main arguments of the Grammar of ~~ 
Assent, ';lhose main thrust is to display the workings of the illative 

sense in concrete reasoning. Then~ shall locate the nub of our problem, 

the presence or absence of religious belief, not in the presence or 

absence of rationality, but in the set of first prinCiples from \'ihich 

one begins. Finally, we shall study the psychology of "ethos" ns 

summarized by \'lalgravej Newman portrays, in hi;; typologies of the reli-

gious man and the rationalist, the effect of first principles upon reli-

gious living. The first principles required for true religion demand a 

fidelity to conscience and thus provide religious inquiry with its ethical 

character. 



II. THE PSYCHOLOGY OF THOUGHT IN THE GRAl-::·;AR OF ASSENT -- ---~ 

A. A Problem 

Aldous Huxley, a surprising admirer, has contended that Nevmlan' s 

analysis of the psychology of thought is one of the most acute and most 

18 J 
elegant ever made. There is, hO\1ever, a persi stent problem which we 

./ 
should mention now and for which we should attempt to indicate the 

elements of a solution. Walgrave judges that Nel'lJIlan may have overesti-

mated the importru1ce of mere analysis in his examination of the process 

of kno\'1ledge. Does not' a justification of certitude involve more than 

a detailed exposition of the viay in \'lhich the mind comes to be certain? 

What if the mind is wrong? lilt is not enough to say that this is, in 

fact, hO\1 the mind works and, in so doing, discovers the truth. The 

validity of an intellectual method cannot, in the last resort, depend 

simply on the fact that it is seen to be a natural law of the understanding, 

as ~hown by experience. Such a mode of reasoning seems the crudest 

kind of 'psycholOgism.," 19 

The problem is a real one, if indeed one presumes he will find 

in the Grammar of Assent a complete, critically grounded philosophy. 

For in such a philosophy, as Lonergan has shown, there are three basic 

questions: What am I doing when I am kno\,ling? (cognitional theory); 

why is this knowing? (epistemology); what do I kno,", when I do this? 

(metaphysics). The second step is very crucial in a critically grounded 

philosophy, for it calls one to work out and explici tate his notions of 

9 
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reality, being, and objectivity. It seems to be what Walgrave is 

calling for. But can we legitimately ask of Newman more than he set 

out to doG) Taking Lonergan's tripartite division of questions as a 

clue, we must locate the Grammar of Assent squarely within the first, 

as a contribution to cognitional theory. The book is a descriptive 

account of the processes of inference w1d assent. Since it is written 

largely wi thin what Lonergan would call a common sense and ordinary 

language framework, we can expect to find contained common sense 

assumptions concerning the matter of the second and third questions 

of a critically groUnded philosophy. The point is that Newman was 

not formally attempting critically (in the sense of all post-Kantian 
• 

use of this term) to ground knowledge and certitude at all. It can be 

argued that only Lonergan has successfully met the Kantian challenge. 

In a critically grounded philosophy of objecti!!'i ty and being, "Ie cannot 

permit common sens. assumptions to go unquestioned, for common sense ~. ~ 
is not capable of gnoseological criticism. But €""t ~ take Newman t;. ~ 

~ . 
for \vhat he is and allow him simply to present his grammar, just as a ~ 

~ 

~ ..JVt.. 

grammarian derives patterns of language from current use, \vi thout 

feeling any obligation to ground the meaning of language, relate it 

to understanding, estab-lish lvi th philosophic rigor the ontological 

import of its referent, etc. What does the mind do when it f.ul1ctions 

as mind? This alone is the question Ne'l-Tman felt compelled to answer. 

To demand that he answer another is not fair. 
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Put another way: New~an's concern is to display the inherent 

dynamism of tiV'O underlying ethical characters or systems of first prin

ciples, the religious and the rationalist. From a contemporary, post

Lonergan perspective, we might say these underlying "horizons ll are locked 

in dialectical conflict, reduce the conflict to the presence and absence 

of religiou~, moral, and intellectual conversion, develop the positions 

and counter-positions on objectivity and being that follot'i respectively 

from an intellectually converted and unconverted stance, and critically 

ground the positions in an epistemology. We might even be right in 

maintaining that Lonergan alone has provided the extremely sophisticated 

tools for doing '\-lhat ilalgrave demands. (This claim involves, it is 

true, a position on the meaning of the entire development of modern 

\1estern philosophy). But before this could have been accomplished, the 

inherently ethical character of epistemological stances had to be demon

strated. It had to be sho\'ln that types of moral personality and their 

genesis are intrinsically connected with options regarding the process 

and import of knowledge. For this, modern ~lestern philosophy O\,les a 

debt of gratitude to Ne\'[man, among others. This \'las his concern; let 

this be what we look for in reading him. 

B. Exposition: The Facts of ~ Mind 

1. Assent, Apprehension, ruld Conscience 

Ne'Wlnan I s starting point is the facts of the mind, purely and 

simply.20 The source of his data is primarily personal consciousness, 

secondarily the testimony of others, which should be in a confirmatory 

position with regard to what one discovers by rigorous self-examination. 
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The knowledge of self, rul adamrultine sense of self, should provide the 

rules for testing the testimony of others. 

What then are the facts which Newlllan discovers? Throughout the 

reading of the Grammar , it must be remembered that Nevnllan is concerned 

wi th arguing that we have a moral responsibility for our lives of 

thought. \'/e are responsible for the first principles "Ihich direct our 

thought. We are responsible for assent as a personal act. Thought as 

expressed exhibits the moral character of the thinker. 

What is the peculiarity of our nature, in contrast with the 
inferior animals around us? It is that, though man crumot change 
what he is born with, he is a being of progress "lith relation to 
his perfection and characteristic good. Other beings are complete 
from their first existence, in that line of excellence which is 
allotted to them; but man begins with nothing realized (to use the 
viord), and he has to make capital for himself by the exercise of 
those faculties which are his natural inheritance. Thus he gradually 
advances to the fullness of his original destiny. Nor is this pro
cess mechanical, nor ij i~ of necessity; it is committed to the 
personal efforts of each individual of the species; each of us has 
the prerogative of completing his inchoate and rudimental nature, 
and of developing his Ol-Tn perfection out of the living elements 
with which his mind began to be. It is his gift to be the creator 
of his own sufficiency; and to be emphatically self-made. This 
is the lavl of his being, which he cannot escape;': and \,rhatever is 
involved in that law he is bOlli1d, or rather he is carried on, to 
fulfill • 

• • • this 1avl of progress is carried out by means of the 
acquisition of knowledge, of which inference and assent are the 
immediate instruments. Supposing, then, the advancement of our 
nature, both in ourselves indiVidually and as regards the human 
family, is, to everyone of us in his place, a sacred duty, it 
follows that that duty is intimately bound up with the right use 
of these bvo main instruments of fulfilling it. 21 

Earlier in the Grammar, NevlIDan states that l-ihen we err in the 

exercise of doubt, inference, or assent, 11 ••• such errors of the 

individual belong to the individual, not to his nature, and cannot 
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to forfeit for him his natural right, under proper circumstances, 

to doubt, or to infer, or to assent. vie do but fulfil our nature in 

doubting, inferring, and assenting; and our duty is, not to abstain from 

the exercise of any function of our nature, but to do what is in itself 

right rightly. 1122 

Knowledge develop s through reasoning, 'I1hi ch can be either 

implicit or explicit. Reasoning is doubly structured; it possesses 

both a psychological and a logical stru~e. Explicit reasoning is 

lOgical; implicit reasoning is spontaneous. 

All inference as such is for Newman the movement of the mind 

toward the conditional acceptance of a proposition~3 The proposition 

accepted has a "therefore" quality about it. The science of logic is 

24 
the regulating principle of formal inference.· Newman first distinguishes 

inference from doubt and assent. All tpxee are mental acts with propo-

sitions as their objects, but whereas doubt is interrogative and assent .~. 
categorical, inference is conditional. Early in the Grammar, he anti- J ~~ 

t
cipates a central concern by stating that when these three modes of holding 

propositions are carr~ed out into the intellectual habits of an indivi-

dual, they become the principles of three distinct states or characters 

of mind. In questions of religion, these characters are the sceptic, 

the philosopher, and the believer. 25 

Inference is contrasted with assent on two counts: assent is 

uncondi tional, inference conditional; assent demands apprehension, 'I<[hereas 

inference does not. By apprehension HeHman means lithe interpretation 
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given to the terms of \'lhich (a proposition) is composed.,,26 Such terms 

can stand either for ideas existing in the mind (e.g., abstractions and 

generalizations) or for things external to us, which are always indivi-

dual and concrete. The apprehension or interpretation of propositions 

thus may be either notional or real depending on the reference of the 

terms. Real apprehension is more vivid and forcible, more exciting and 

stilllUlating. It is more cognate to assent, while notional apprehension 

fits better with inference (though this by no means states a universal 

10.'1'/) • 
J 

In order to assent to a proposition, 
.; 

I must apprehend its 

predicate. r can do this in a number of ways: if I say "X is Y,II and 

apprehend "Y", I give an assent; but I can appre.hend neither and yet 

assent, "That X is Y is true." Finally, in addition to assenting to 

the truth of a proposition, r can assent to the veracity of the witness 

Who taught me the proposition in the first place. In all of these 

instances, the adherence of the mind to the proposition is absolute ru1d 

unconditional. The third, hovieve1', has the greater force. "That he 

would have to die for all three propositions severally rather than 

deny them, sho'l'1s the completeness and absoluteness of assent in its 

very nature; that he \-lould not spontaneously challenge so severe a 

trial in the case of two out of the three particular acts of assent, 

ill ustrates in What sense one may be stronger than another. ,,27 

The distinct character which apprehension gives to assent, 

hO\>lever, does not alter the fact of the uncondi tionali ty of every act 
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of assent. The kinds of apprehension give to assent a kind of attitudinal 

or atmospheric quality, related to feeling. 

To apprehend notionally is to have breadth of mind, but to be shallow; 
to apprehend really is to be deep, but to be narrow-minded. The latter 
is the conservative principle of knowledge, and the former the principle 
of its advancement. Without the apprehension of notions, 've should for 
ever pace round one small circle of kno\,/ledge; without a firm hold upon 
things, we shall waste ourselves in vague speculations. However, real 
apprehension has the precedence, as being the scope and end and the 
test of notional; thus the fuller is the mind I s hold upon things or ,<[hat 
it considers such, the more fertileais it in its aspects of them, and the 
more practical in its definitions. 2 

Nonetheless, it is this variation in the mind's apprehension of an object 

and not any incompleteness in the assent itself, which leads us to speak of 

strong and weak assents. 29 

Notional assents bear a resemblance to acts of inference, for the 

act of apprehension attendant upon inference is also usually notional. 

Propositions about individuals are seldom the matter of inference. 

If notional apprehension ,is most congenial to inference, real appre
hension will be the most concomitant on assent. An act of inference 
includes i~ its object the dependence of its thesis upon its premises, 
that is, upon a relation, which is an abstraction; but an act of assent 
rests wholly on the thesis as its object, and the reality of the thesis 
is almost a conditiont of its unconditionality.50 

Assent is most perfect when real, inference when notional • 

• when inferences are exercised on things, they tend to be 
conjectures or presentiments, without logical force; and when assents 
are exercised on notions, they tend to be mere assertions without any 
personal hold on them on the part of those who make them. If this 
be so, the paradox is true, that, when Inference is clearest, Assent 
may be least forcible, and, when Assent is most intense, Inference may 
be least distinct. 51 

Nonetheless, notional assents do occur and Newman lists five types 

in an ascending order of "strength:" profession (pnactically mere assertion); 
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credence (taking for granted, as in, e.g., notional religion); opinion 

(assent to a proposition as probably true); presumption (assent to first 

principles, to those propositions with which we start in reasoning on any 

given sUbject-matter); and speculation, or those notional assents which are 

the firm, conscious acceptance of propositions as true; only the absence 

of apprehending the objects of such propositions in the concrete keeps such 

assent from being real. 

Real assents are marked by the influence they exert on ru1 individual 

or on society. " ••• Great truths, practical or ethical, float on the 

Surjace of society, admitted by all, valued by fe'Vl, exemplifying the poet J s 

adage, Jprobitas laudatur et alget, J until changed circumstances, accident, 

or the continual pressure of their advocates, force them ]...lpon its attention.")2 

In religious matters, the Scriptures have an entirely different effect 

before and after religious conversion, even though they may have been assented 

to notionally even prior to the moment of conversion. 

The distinctness of the images apprehended is no warrant for the 

existence of the objects represented in these images. " ••• We have no 
I 

right to consider that we have apprehended a truth, merely because of the 

strength of our mental impression of it.")) Thus, " ••• when I assent 

to a'proposition, I ought to have some more legitimate reason for doing so, 

than the brilliancy of the image of which that proposition is the expression. II )4 

Imagination has, or ought to have, the effect of intensifying assent, not 

of creating it. 
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While real assent is more "practical" than notional, it is only 

indirectly so. For a proposition ~ccepted with a real assent to be carried 

over into conduct, emotions must be stirred. Thus the images reflected in 

the proposition must stimulate the powers of emotion, if the proposition 

is to have an effect on the conduct of our lives. 

Real assent~ are utterly personal, unique to each subject. The 

reason for this is that the images connected with real assent are often 

"peculiar and special. They depend on personal experience; and the experience 

of one man is not the experience of another. 1I35 Even images shared with others 

may still be personal accidents. II... an abstraction can be made at will, 
I 

and may be the work of a moment; but the moral experiences which perpetuate 

themselves in images, must be sought after in order to be found.,,36 

Real assents provide us with our "intellectual moorings," give our 

minds Ita seriousness and manliness which inspires in other minds a confidence," 

and create I1heroes and saints, great leaders, statesmen, preachers, and 

reformers, the pioneers of discovery in science, visionaries, fanatics, knight

errants, demagogues, and adventurers. 1137 

With this inttorluction, Newman is ready to enter more fully 

into the discussion of religion. In the important fifth chapter of the 

Grammar, he discourses on the nature of religious assent in reference to 

real w1d notional apprehension. He begins with an important distinction, 

that between religion and theology. Religion gives a real assent to 
38 

dogma, theology a notional assent. The mutual relations between the 
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two are obvious, and each needs the other, but they ro'e in no way -to be 

confused with one another. The chapter deals with belief in the One God 

and belief in the Trinity, in their relation to notional and real assent. 

Belief in One God is an act not only of religion informed by 

revelR.tion but also ~)f "natural religion. II The tr.uth that God is one is 

"the foundation of all religion.",)9 Newman1s principal concern witr it is 

as a real assent, as an act of the religiOUS imagination. How is such an 

act possible? How do Ne gain an image of God and give a real assent to the 

. ti 'h t H .,., I" ~h . J. ..' t' -'" . 40 proposJ. on t. a e eX1St.s; 1:. 1S" L'Ollgn c.ne lm~lli1a lons o£ conscJ.ence. 

The first principle to which HeviUlan appeals in seeking to explain this 

41 
possibility is the fact that IIwe have by nature a conscience.1t In the 

feelings which issue from conscience, God is really apprehended. 

Conscience is depicted as "a certain keen sensibility, pleasant or 

painful,--self-approval and hope, or compunction and fear,--attendant on 
42 

certain of our actions, which in consequence we call right or wrong. If 

While .. its act is indivisible, it presents t\'lO aspects, which Newman cons i-

ders separately. The fir~t is a moral sense, a judgment of the reason; the 

second is a sense of duty, a dictate of moral authority. The universal 

testimony of conscience is that there is a ~ight and a wrong. Tbe universal 

sanction of conscience is the feeling attendant upon conduct which I consider 

right or "Trong. This aspect of sanction is "lhat is usually meant by the 

word If conscience. II IIHalf the vlorld \-Tould be puzzled to know what '\-las meant 

by the moral sense; but everyone knO"ls ""hat is meant by a good or bad 
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conscience. 1143 Conscience as sense of duty, under its judicial aspect, is 

primarily concerned, not with objects nor with the hierarchy of values, but 

with persons, with actions as issuing from persons, as issuing from self, 

yet as reaching beyond self because of a dim discernment of a higher sanction 

for its decisions. Bocause of this sense of a higher sanction, conscience 

can be thought of as a "Voice." 44 As touching so intimately upon the 

actions issuing from the self, conscience as dictating affects our emotions, 

especially that of fear. The emotions attendant upon self-approval and 

self-disapproval are specifically different from those \'ihich attend our 

other intellectual capacities. As a moral sense, conscience is a sense 

of admiration and disgust, approbation and blame, as intellectual sentiments. 

But as a sense of duty, it is always more ~arply emotional in tone. For 

it involves the recognition of a personal being, lithe One to whom we are 

responsible, before whom we are ashamed, whose claims upon us we fear. 1I45 

If the cause of these emotions does not belong to this visible world, 
the Object to which his perception is directed must be Supernatural 
and Divine; and thus the phenomena of Conscience, as a dictate, avail 
to impress the imagination with the picture of a Supreme Governor, a 
Judge, holy, just, powerful, all-seeing, retributive, and is the creat~ve 
principle of religion, as the l-ioral Sense is the principle of ethics. 

It is by means of an impulse of nature or an instinct that such a regognition 

is spontaneously received, even in the mind of a child. 47 The spontaneously 

entertained image of God can certainly be strengthened and improved or dis-

torted and obliterated, but such development or decline is dependent on the 
./ 

indiVidual and his circumstances. I quote here a brief passage which sub-

stantiates Walgrave's theses that the conflict between conscience and the , 
1. 
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world is perhaps the essential core insight in Newman's writings: 

It is more than probable that, in the event, from neglect, from the 
temptations of life, from bad companions, or from the urgency of secular 
occupations, the light of the soul will fade away and die out. Men 
transgress their sense of duty, and gradually lose those sentiments 
of shame and fear, the natural supplements of transgression, which, 
as I have said, are the \'1i tnesses of the Unseen Judge. And, even were 
it deemed impossible that those who had in their first youth a genuine 
apprehension of Him, could ever utterly lose it, yet that apprehension 
may become almost undistinguishable from an inferential acceptance o£a 
the great truth, or may dwindle into a mere notion of the intellect. 

The spontaneous theology of the religious imagination, on the other hand, 

is quite distinct, and it is rooted in conscience: 

It has a living hold on truths which are really to be found in the world, 
though they are not upon the ~urface. It is able to pronounce by anti
cipation, what it takes a long argument to prove--that good is the rule, 
and evil the exception. It is able to assume that, uniform as are the 
laws of nature, they are consistent with a particular PrOVidence. It 
interprets what it sees around it by this previous inward teaching, as 
the true key of that maze of vast complicated disorder; and thus it 
gains a more and more consi$tent and luminous vision of God from the 
most unpromising materials. 49 

Newman is dealing here wi th real apprehension and assent in religion. The 

key to such assent is conscience. "... Conscience is a connecting principle 

between the creature and his Creator, and the firmest hold of theological truths 

is gained by habits of personal religion. ,,50 

What Newman has thus delineated is not dependent on revelation, but 

occurs in the "twilight of Natural Religion. 1f Revelation adds a fulness and 

exactness to this spontaneous image of God. His main concern at this point 

is to trace the process leading to this real or religiOUS (as opposed to 

theological) apprehension or assent to the proposition that there is one 

personal God present to me. He closes this section with an important statement 
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on the need for propositions as the object of such religious assent. One 

and the same proposition may be assented to notionally by the theological 

intellect and really by the religious imagination. But the presence of a 

proposition does not destroy the life of religion; there is no opposition 

between a dogmatic creed and a vital religion. Propositions do not remove 

religion from the heart and make it a matter of words or of logic~ That 

is, there is no ~ ~iori necessity that propositions can be assented to only 

notionally; there is a necessity, however, that real assents also be to 

propositions. "The propositions may and must be used, and can easily be 

used, as the expression of facts, not notions, and they are necessary to 

the mind in the same way that language is ever necessary for denoting facts, 

both for ourselves as individuals, and for our intercourse y.iith others. u51 

Propositions clarify the truthS to WhiCh the religious imagination, with 

its affections, assents. Newman here argues for the precedence of know-

ledge with respect to love: 

VIe feel gratitude and love, we feel indignation and dislike, when we 
have the informations actually put before us which are to kindle those 
several emotions. We love our parents, as our parents, when we know 
them to be our parents; we must know cop-cerning God, before we can feel 
love, fear, hope, or trust towards Him.)2 

Propositions also place religious imagination and emotion under the control 
.I 

of reason. Newman goes so far (too far?) as to say, "Theology may stand 

as a substantive science, though it be without the life of religion; but 

religion cannot maintain its ground at all without theology.,,55 vlith 

respect to the explicitly Christian dogma of the Trinity: 

••• theology has to do with the Dogma of the Holy Trinity as a Whole 
made up of many propositions; but Religion has to do with each of those 
separate propositions which compose it, and lives and thrives in the 
contemplation of them. In them it finds the motives for devotion and 
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faithful obedience; while theology on the other hand forms and protects 
them by virtue of its function of regarding them, not merely one by one, 
but as a system of truth.54 

The ordinary Catholic, then, is bound to believe the separate propo-

sitions of such a dogma and can do so because they are capable of being 

affirmed with a real assent, just as is the proposition that there is one 

personal God present to me. Devotion may be "careless about intellectual 

consistency" without thereby forfeiting its claim to integrity. There is 

no question that the greater number of theological notions may be unintelli-

gible to the ordinary Cathoiic. How can such notions, then, be included among 

the Catholic credenda? r·10st of these dogmatic notions have been propounded 

by the Church in Council decisions regarding heresies. For Newman, then, 

the difficulty can be resolved through what he calls implicit faith in the 

word of the infallible Church. 55 The consistency of one's credal affirmations 

concerning the Church suffice to handle this problem. Even here there 

seems to be an implicit appeal·· to conscience, to the obligation to be 

consistent with what we profess. 

However this may be, with respect to the relation between apprehension 

and assent Newman has clearly demonstrated the directive role of conscience 

as underlying the very foundations of all religion, "natural" as well as 

"revealed," namely the real apprehension of and assent to the existence 

of one personal and present God. 

2. Assent, Inference, and the Illative Sense 

vie said above that Newman distinguishes assent from inference on 

the basis g£ the unconditional character of the former. Little account has 
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been paid to inference thus far, however, in our attempt to depict the 

function of the organum investigandi in religion. The real assent to the 

existence of one personal, present God as the fo~dation of all religion did 

not seem to rely upon an inference but rather simply upon the real apprehension 

concomitant with that assent, an apprehension in the experience of obligation. 

Inference is not to be excluded, however, from the realm of personal religious 

truth and its role is now investigated by Newman. 

The first question he must answer, and it is indeed a difficult 

one, is the question of how inference ~ be so involved in matters of 

personal religion, since inference results in the conditional acceptance of 

a proposition, whereas assent (all assent) is unconditional. How can inference 

precede assent, as it generally does? Above all, how can real assent, <)uch' 

as features in personal religious matters, follow upon inference? Is it 

not inconsistent that an unconditional acceptance of a proposition result 

from its conditional verification? The problerl is, more specifically, ths.t 

of certitude in those concrete. matters of fact which are kno.m by means 

other than intuition. .t{e~sonings in concrete matters would seem to be only 

probabilities; thus the contlusions to such reasonings would seem to be 

no more than probable. It would seem that only a doctrine of degrees of 

assent is possible, a doctrine that would correlate the strength or weakness, 

unconditionedness or condionality, of an assent with the strength or weakness 

of the al"gurnents employed in reaching the conclusion. Aside from intuition, 

the only place for unconditioned assent would seem to be in logical demon

stration. 
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\,/i th this view Newman violently disagrees. After taking issue with 

the inconsistency and general tenor of Locke's thought on the issue, he 

inquires into what our ordinary experience teaches us regarding the relation 

of inference and assent in the life of our minds. First, while admitting 

that assent is always given on the basis of some preliminary reason, he shows 

in several ways what he calls its substantiveness: it can be withheld in cases 

where there are good reasons for assenting to a proposition; it can be with-

drawn after it has been given, even though the reasons remain; it may rems.in 

when the reasons are forgotten; it need not vary in strength with the 

reasons. 56 These instances point to the difference between assent and 

inference, unconditionedness being the mark of assent. To show that this 

is always what is meant, Newman argues that such acts as suspicion, conjec

ture, presumption, persuasion, belief, conclusion, conviction, moral certainty, 

doubt, wavering, distrust, and disbelief, are not assents at all, but more 

or less strong inferences of a proposition or indications of its contradic

tory; or better, they are "assents to the plausibility, probability, doubt

fulness, or untrustwocthiness of propositions; that is, not variations of 

assent to an inference, but assents to a variation in inferences. 1157 

While the instances are many in which we do not assent at all, there 

are none in which assent is conditional. We do sometimes assent uncondition-

ally, however, even when our reasoning has been only probable. That is, 

demonstration is not the only form of reasoning that leads to unconditional 

assent. "There is a connexion doubtless between a logical conclusion and 

an assent, as there is between the variation of the mercury and our sensa-
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tionsj but the mercury is not the cause of life and health, nor is verbal 

argumentation the principle of inward belief. 1158 A preponderance;· of 

probability is sufficient for assuming our assent is correct and for taking 

on ourselves the responsibility for our assent. 

Thus assent, simply considered, is "the mental assertion of an 

intelligible proposition, ••• an act of the intellect direct, absolute, 

complete in itself, unconditional, arbitrary, yet not incompatible with an 

appeal to argument, and at least in many cases exercised unconSCiously. ,,59 

In so far as assent is unconscious, it is called "simple assent." Conscious 

and deliberate assents are called complex or reflex. To move from simple 

to reflex assent with regard to one and the same proposition is not the 

same as doubting the proposition. " ••• we may aim at inferring a propo

sition, while all the time we assent to it.,,60 Such investigation into the 

proof of what \'1e have assented to is even a necessity for educated minds. 

To incur the risk of such investigation is not to expect reversal of my 

assent. "r-1y mind is not moved by a scientific computation of chances, nor 

can any law of averages affect my particular case.,,61 

1;Jhen the proposition to which assent is given is as objectively true 

as it is subjectively, the assent to it is called a perception, the convic

tion entertained a certitude, the proposi tion itself a certainty or a. matter 

of knowledge, and to assent to it is to know. Doubt is much more frequently 

entertained about true propositions than certitude about those that are 

false. 

Certitude, then, is "the perception of a truth with the perception 
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tbat it is'~a truth. tl62 I am not certain of a proposition if I do not 
;i 

spontaneously and promptXy reject all objections against its truth. If 

a man is intellect"ually tolerant of objections, he virtually countenances 

them. The main characteristic of certitude is lito be confident indeed 

that that certitude will last, but to be confident of this also, that, if 

it did fail, nevertheless, the thing itself, whatever it is, of which "Ie 

are c~rtain, will remain just as it is, true and irreversible.,,63 Certi-

tude, then, is not coextensive with c.ssent. There is n. feeling or sentioent 

of intellectual security attending our experience of certitude. Such a 

feeling never accompanies simp1, assent, processes of inference, doubt, 

investigation, conjecture, or opinion. The feeling is one of "repose in 

self and in its object, as connected with se1f,,,64 lithe triu"llphant repose 

of the mind after a struggle .,,65 Certainly assent and inference are 

accompanied by pleasurable feelings; even doubt can involve one in "a 

certain grave acquiescence in ignorance, a recognition of our impotence 

to solve momentous and urgent questions, which has a satisfaction of its 

own. tl66 But the feeling tone of certitude is different. 

More finely put, much, ~uhough not all, simple assent could be 

called material or interpretative certitude; that is, tlthough the assent 

in the individuals here contemplated is not a reflex act, still the question 

only has to be started about the truth of the objects of their assent, in 

order to elicit from them e.n act of faith in response which will fulfil 

the conditions of certitude. 1167 There are, of course, simpl~ assents 
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which are not such virtual certitudes and a~e lost when we attempt to turn 

them into certitudes. 

The reflex assent of certitude is always notional. Its predicate is 

a general term such as IItrue," Ifnecessary," "obligatory," etc. Thus the 

assent does not touch us and move us to action with the same force as a real 

assent. Rather, it records a conclusion. Even though reflex assent lends 

depth and exactness it can involve a loss of freshness and Vigour. "It is 

assent, pure and simple, which is the motive cause of great achievements; it 

is a confidence, growing out of instincts rather than arguments, stayed upon 

a vivid apprehension, and animated by a transcendent logic, more concentrated 

in will and in deed for the very reason that it has not been subjected to any 

intellectual deve1opment.,,68 

Of course the complex act of certitude itself is really a combination 

of simple and reflex assent. But the questioning which makes assent a reflex 

matter, when it becomes a habit, introduces the possibility of our substitu

ting inferences for any a,ssent or tends to render all of our assents merely 

notional. Vague thoughts and temptations, appearing almost as a form of 

scepticism and doubt, may rob certitude of its normal peacefulness, even 

though conviction may still be very much present. Images are required to 

make such assent real. 

The element of persistence is a very important point of distinction 

between certitude and assent. Authentic religious faith is manifested in such 

persistence, in habits of prayer and self-sacrifice. How is such a persis

tence manifest in the faith of a Christian? 
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In order to answer such a question, some further clarifications 

need to be made regarding the nature of certitude. Certitude, then, is not 

infallibility, a faculty or gift relating to all possible propositions on 

a given matter. 

That I am certain of this proposition today, is no ground for thinking 
that I shall have a right to be certain of that proposition tomorrow; 
and that I am wrong in my convictions about today's propo~ition, does 
not hinder my having a true conviction, a genuine certitude, about 
tomorrow~s proposition. If indeed I claimed to be infallible, one 
failure would shiver my claim to pieces; but I may claim to be certain 
of the tvuth to which I have already attained, t

6
hough I should arrive 

at no new truths in addition as long as I live. 9 

Certitude, then, is a relation of the mind toward given propositions. Even 

if an experience of failure in one instance should provide us with an ante-

cedent difficulty in a later instance, this should be taken as no more than 

a warning that perhaps we need be more circumspect before committing ourselves. 

When certitude is unfounded, what is to be faulted is the reasoning which led 

to it rather than the assent itself. In a series of sentences very close 

to the flavor of Lonergan, Newman states: 

It is the law of my mind to seal up the conclusions to which ratiocination 
has brought me, by that formal assent Which I have called a certitude. 
I could indeed have withheld my assent, but I should have acted against 
my nature, had I done so when there was what I considered a proof; and 
I did only l'lhat was fitting, l'lhat was incumbent on me, upon those existing 
conditions, in giving it.70 

Any given certitude, then, stands on its own basis. Antecedent objections 

can be abstvactly entertained but are powerless in the face of concrete 

evidence. nNo instances then whatever of mi staken certitude are sufficient 

to constitute a proof, that certitude itself is a perversion or extravagance 

of (our) nature.,,71 A careful formation of the mind is called for that 

enables us to avoid mistaking for certitude states and frames of mind vlhich 
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make no pretence to such a condition. 

What, then, are the occasions fit for certitude? There are 

certain elementary points of knowledge in secular matters--the ordinary 

acceptance of sense and memory, elements which bear on daily needs and 

habits, relate to our homes, families, friends, and civic society--about 

~lhich we may be certain. Beyond these basic elements, .probability is the 

guide lof life in secular matters. In neither secular nor religi:~E. mctters 

is it true that our first principles are entertained as mel"e matters of 

opinion. In the spiritual realm, 

if religion is to be devotion, and not a mere matter of sentiment, 
if it is to be made the ruling principle of our lives, if our actions, 
one by one, and our daily conduct, are to be consi stently directed 
towards an Invisible Being, we need something higher than a mere balance 
of arguments to fix and to control our minds. Sacrifice of wealth, name, 
or position, faith and hope, self-conquest, communion with the spiritual 
world, presuppose a real hold and habitual intuition of the objects of 
Revelation, which is certitude under another name. 72 

Here we find the main difference between nominal and vital Christianity. 

Here also lies the difference between vital religion and its derivative 

in the opinions of theology.7' The first principles (in either department--

secular or religious) need not be universally received in order to be certain. 

What frequently appear to be changes of certitude--e.g., migration from one 

religion to another;"-in fact mark only the consistent following through 

of one and the same first principle whose implications become more and more 

obvious. A man may make serious additions to an initial ruling principle 

without losing the conviction originally entertained. "There are few 

religions which have no ptllints in common; and these, \vhether true or false, 
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when embraced with an absolute conviction, are the pivots on which changes 

take place in that collection of credences, opinions, prejudices, and other 

assents, which make up what is called a man's selection and adoption of a 

form of religion, a denomination, or a Church ... 74 Thi s is by no means to 

assert that there are not certitudes Which seem to perish in such a change. 

NOvl, if such converts never really professed to be qui te certa~n of their 

former positions, their conversion is not an instance of the defectibility 

of certitude. Nor is this possible if their former position ''las really 

nothing more than a prejudice, based on reports or carelessly examined argu-

ments. Nonetheless, there is such a thing as false certitude, and there 

is no immediate, interior test to distinguish it from true certitude. But 

indefectibility its~lf can be taken as a kind of criterion of the genuineness 

of a certitude, of whether a conviction is also a certitude. 

Certitudes are reflex acts of assent following upon reasoning and 

inference. Now, how can a conditional act such as inference terminate in 

an unconditional assent? 

Formal inference is reasoning restricted to the symbols of language, 

verbal reasoning. 75 If it were true that What can be thought can be adequately 

expressed in words, logic 1'lould provide a test and a common measure of 

reasoning. If it were true that all propositions were mental abstractions, 

and their objects, not concrete things but intelligible notions, it would 

be true that all propositions would be suitable for the purpose of inference. 

But, " • • the concrete matter of propositions is a constant source of 

trouble to syllogistic reasoning, as marring the simplicity and perfection 

of its process. u76 Since we need to reason to the concrete, the force of 



inference will fnequently be found to be, not demonstration, but the 

determination of the probable. The reasons for this are twofold: the 

premisses of inference are generally assumed, not proved; and the conclusions 

of inference are abstract, not concrete. 

Regarding the assumption of premisses, a retrospective movement 

through previous conclusions to previous premisses, etc., etc., ends us up 

with a set of IIfirst principles, II with respect to which logic is helpless; 

~ any set of first principles is accepted by some and rejected by others. 

No self-evident propositions can be determined by logic. Here, says 

Newman, lies "the \'lhole problem of attaining to truth. • • • Logic • 

does not really prove; it enables us to join issue with others; it suggests 

ideas; it opens views; it maps out for us the lines of thought; it verifies 

nagativelYi it determines when differences of opinion are hopeless; and 

when and hO'l'1 far conclusions are probable; but for genuine proof in concrete 

matter we require an organon more delicate, versatile, and elastic than 

verbal argumentation. ,,77 

Regarding the abstract nature of logical conclusions, perhaps we 

need add here only that it is the living mind which completes logical 

reasoning, which, of itself, does not reach the concrete. Generalizations 

"are arbitrary and fallacious, if we take them for more than broad views 

and aspects of things, serving as our notes and indications for judging 

of the particular, but not absolutely touching and determining facts.,,78 

Certainly, then, inference as verbal argumentation cannot be the test of 
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truth nor the adequate basis of assent regarding what is concrete. 

The real and necessary method for arriving at certainty regarding 

what is concrete is, rather, tithe cumulation of probabilities, independent 

of -each other, arising out <;>f the nature and circumstances of the parti-

cular case which is under review; probabilities too fine to avail separately, 

too subtle and circuitous to be convertible into syllogisms, too numerous 

Concrete 

First, it does follow the 

no longer an abstraction, 

into the realities of life, its premisses beine instinct 

the momentutl of that mass of probabilities, which, 

upon each other in correction and confirmation, carry it home definitely 

. d' ., 1 "80 l.n 1. Vl.uua cs.se. Secondly, the reasoning is implicit, and without 

exercising it. If ••• the 

(is) unequal to a complete ru1alysis of the motives which carry it on 

particular conclusion, and is swayed and determined by a body of 

81 proof, \'-Ihich it recognizes only as a body, and not in its constituent parts. II 

• Thirdly, as all inference, so informal inf!'il'enCe is conditional. In fact, 

because of the cumulation of probabilities involved, ';ihich ';lill vary in 

number and value from mind to mind, " • • • what to one intellect is a proof 

is ~not so to another, and ••• the certainty of a proposition does 

properly consist in the certitude of the mind which contemplates it. ,,82 

Such certitude is "the result of arguments which, taken in the latter, and 

not in their full implicit sense, are but probabilities. ,,8) Certitude 
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n" l""t f "84 There is correlated, not with arguments, but with ~mp ~c~ proo. 

is a higher logic than verbal argumentation,85 a "living organon" wo,ich 

is a personal gift,86 and for which, in some inst.ances, evidence which would 

not be sufficient for scientific proof does suffice for certitude and 

assent. 

Thus there is a pers?nal element in all such concrete conclusions. 

Even the langUage we use points to this personal element. nWe are con-

sidered to feel, rather than to see, its cogency; and we decide, not that 

the conclusions must be, but that it cannot be otherwise. We say, that \'Ie 

do not see our way to doubt it, that it is impossible to doubt, that we 

are bound to believe it, that we should be idiots, if we did not believe."87 

Such language implies that we have arrived at these conclusions nby the 

action of our own minds, by our own individual perception of the truth in 

question, under a sense of£uty to those conclusions and with an intellectual 

conscientiousness. n88 

This personal element introduces, in certain concrete matters 

such as ethical and spiritual subjects, the conaideration of the moral 

character of the individual striving for certitude. Personality is an 

important element in provi~ propositions in concrete matters. This 

personal element is What is responsible for the intellectual process from 

conditional inference to unconditional assent. Newman calls it, as we 

know, the illative sense. The capacity for such a process is proper to 



each individual and, with each individual, differs with respect to subject

matter on which it operates with facility. It is "departmental.,,89 

Certitude, then, is a mental state, in the order of the subject, "an 

active recognition of propositions as true, such as it is the duty of each 

individual himself to exercise at the bidding of reason, and, ,.,hen reason 

forbids, to wi thhold." 90 The only criterion of the accuracy of an inference, 

the final judgment on its validity, is a matter of the personal action of 

the illative sense. }'1an' s progress is "a living growth, not a mechanism; 

and its instruments are mental acts, not the formulas and contrivances of 

language. 1191 "... in no class of concrete reasonings, whether in experi

mental science, historical research, Or theology, is there any ultimate test 

of truth and error in our inferences besides the trustworthiness of the 

Illative Sense that gives them its sanction.,,92 

Not only does the illative sense function to resolve or conclude 

concrete inference and permit assent. It also is operative at the beginning 

and throughout the course of that reasoning. ".. • everyone has his own 

'critical feeling,' his antecedent 'reasonings,' and in consequence his 

Ov-ln ,'.absolute persuasion,' coming in fresh.'and. fresh at every turn of the 

discussion; and Who, whether stranger or friend, is to reach and affect 

'l'lhat is so intimately bound up \vith the mental constitution of oach7" 93 

Every process of reasoning ultimately rests on first principles on 'l'lhich . 

men radically differ_<from one another. First principles are dravm from 

our generalizations of our experience of the real. They are usually 
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unconscious, spontuneous convictions lying at the deepest level of our 

personal being. According to Walgrave, Newman distinguishes two main 

kinds of first principles: those vihich arise from a genuine experience of 

the real, and those which come from a public or social "ego, II and thus 

whare the nature of credence. Taken together, the first principles of 

thought are the expression of our personulity. Our thought receives impulse 

and direction from Ol~ principles as its first movers. 94 

In the final long chapter of the Grammar, Nei'lman applies What he has 

said about the connection beti'veen assent and inference to the eVidences of 

religious belief. His primary evidence, he insists, is his ovm experience; 

a secondary evidence would b~ the testimony of those ... rho agree with him. 95 

Christianity, says Newman, is a religion 'Vihich comes to us as a 

whole, and on the authority of God, and which must be accepted as a \"hole 

if it is to be accepted at all. It exhibits its OWn credentials. In 

relation to nature, it is an addition, not a contradiction. The relation 

of man to God is a relation of t'V10 absolutes. 

What, then, are the grounds of religion in nature, the evidences 

of natural religion, of our knowledge of God, of his will, and of our duties 

toward him? Newman specifies three channels of information: our own mind or 

conscience, the voice of mankind, and the course of human life and humnn 

affairs. It is the first of these that is most authoritative, the criterion 

for judging the other two. 96 Here we have the clearest statement perhaps 

in the entire Grammar for the close connection between conscience and the 



organum investigandi in religion. 

Conscience is a personal guide, and I use it because I must use 
myself; I am as little able to think by any mind but my own as to 
breathe with another's lungs. Oonscience is nearer to me than any 
other means of knowledge. And as it is given to me, so also is it 
given to others; and being carried about by every individual in his 
oWn breast, and requiring nothing besides itself, it is thus adapted 
for the communication to each separately of that knowledge which is 
m~st momentous to him individually, -- adapted for the use of all 
classes and conditions of men, for high and low, young and old, men 
and women, independently of ~~okS, of educated reasoning, of physical 
Y~owledge, or of philosophy. 

Conscience provides the mind ~Ti th a real image of God, primarily 

as our judge, as one who ordains suffering for the ~Trongdoer. This aspect 

of God known by natural religion is one which saddens the religious mind. 

Corresponding with this burdensome image of God from conscience 

is the evidence provided by the rites and devotions of men in history. 

II ••• Wherever Religion exists in a popular shape, it has almost invari-

ably worn its dark side outwards. It is founded in one way or other on the 

sense of sin. • • • Its many varieties all proclaim or imply that man is in 

a degraded, servile condition, and requires expiation, l'econciliation, and 

some great change of nature .11
98 

The nearly universal practice of atone-

ment or vicarious expiation would seem to conflict with what conscience 

tells us about our personal responsibility for what we do. Indeed, says 

Ne1vman, lIif (ceremonies and penances) avail, they only avail in the inter-

mediate season of probation; • • • in some way v.e must make them our own; 

• • • when the time comes, which conscience forebodes, of our being called 

to judgment, then, at least, we shall have to stand in and by ourselves, 

whatever we shall have by that time become, and must bear our own burden. 1I99 
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The so-called religions 70 f civilization ignore the conscience 

,,"ith its "frightful presentiments. 1I In this they are opposed to the 

"religions of barbarism ll which are more closely a development and reflec-

t " f ' "" 1 t t d ak "th t h"t 100 ~on 0 man s or~g~na s a e an spe w~ a grea er aut or~ y. 

The system and course of the world and of human affairs is the 

third natural informant on the subject of natural religion. However, "ihen 

we study thi s w·orld, 'ie find God I s control so indirect and his action so 

obscm'e that we are struck by His absence. But my conscience tells me that 

God exists and that it is I who am alienated from Him. Then too, the 

problem of suffering, and expecially the fact, not that it may have no 

end, but that it had a beginning which no universal restitution Can undo, 

also points to the alienation between God and man. 

This severe aspect of .!!§.tural religi on is also its most prominent 

aspect. Kevertheless, all true religion is a blessing, and there are 

other general laws 'ihich speak another language of compensation. First, 

then, religious beliefs, and institutions are of general acceptance in 

all times and places; part of the explanation of this at least is the hope 

for the benefits accruing from religion. The enjoyment of the goods of 

the earth is an earnest of iYhat is hoped for and a reminder to man of 

God's concern. 1.loreover, every event can be interpreted in such a 1fiay as 

to become providential, and this by a common and natural collection of 

firSt ~rlnciples" ' .... hich is lost only wilfully or accidentally. Prayer, 

too, brings relief and solace in trouble. All religions, too, are based 

AI~ ~ ~~ /'2..,. ~ 
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upon en idea of revelation and include an._'awareneS8 of the divine sanction 

of their pr~ctices, and especially of their rites of sacrifice. Connected 

with vicarious suttering, finally, there is tbe doctrine of meritorious 

intercession. M ••• every religion has had its eminent devotees, exalted 

ablve the body ot the people, mortitied men, brought nearer to the Source 

of ~od by austerities, selt-inflictions, and prayer, who have intluence 

with Him, and extend a shelter and gain blessings for those who become 

their clients.1101 

These natural beliefs concerning sin and expiation can come to us 

independently of the selt-authenticating revelation of Christianity. They 

are the preparation tor such a revelation and are not abrogated by it. The 

account which Newman has liven ot natural religion has been, he insists, 

entirely his own, proceeding from his own set ot first principlew;and 

iuuing trom hie own iUati ve sense. He holds that the facts of natural 

religion and of revelation are indeed demonstrable, but they are not by 

that reason irresistible. MI cannot convert men, when I ask for assumptions 

which they refuse to grant to me; and wi tbout assumptions no one can prove 

anything about anything.·102 

ThUll hi. attempt to ·prove· Chriatianity will also proceed by 

way Gt informal inference and illative .en.e, by an accumulation ot varioUil 

probabilities trom which legitimate proof, sufficient tor certitude, may 

b. constructed. In tact we are bound in conscience thUil to proceed. 

Since a good Providence watabe. over us, He b1esse. such means ot 
argument as it baa pleased Him to g1 ve us, in the nature of man and 
ot the world, if we use them duly tor those ends tor .which He has 
given them; • • • as in mathematics we are ju.tified by the dictate 
ot nature in ~ thbolding our asaellt trom a conclusion ot which we have 
not yet a strict logioal demonstration, 80 by a 11ke dictate we are 
not justitied, in the ca.e ot concreto rea.oning and especially ot 
rel1g1oua inquiry, in waiting till such lop cal demoD.tration is ours, 



but on t.he contrary are bound in consci. 
tor c.rt.inty by mod.. ot proof, Which, 
tormal propolition., t.il to •• tilty the 

and int.ntion ot God. To b.pn withOut hi. fir.t. principl •• n.e ... uily 

pre .... nt. 011. trom arri ... in, .t hi. conclu.ion •• 

The f.ct remain., that, in any inqui17 .bolA thin,. in the concr.t., 
men ditf.r trom .ach other, not 80 much in the .ound •••• ot t.h.ir 
r .... n1ac a. inth. principl •• which ,o .... rn it •• x.rci •• , that tho •• 
principl.s are of • p.rsonal oharacter, that where th.r. is no common 
me •• ure ot miad., there 18 no eOll1lllOn m ••• ur. ot .rgum.nt., and that 
the' ... alidity ot proot i. d.t.rmin.d, not. by any .oi.ntitic teat, but 
by the ill.t1 ...... n ... 104 . 

Thus the b.U.f Which ... hal in nat.ural truth. ,en.r.t.a beUet in 

r.v •• l.d truth.. T •• cc.pt N.wmaa'. r .... iew ot Chri.tianity, on. mu.t 

ha .... b •• n illbu.d with the r.l1pou. opim1on. and •• Btim.nt. ot n.tur.l 

r.lii!on. " ••• it i. pl.ialy .b.urd to attempt to pro ....... cond 

propo.ition te tho •• who do not admit the tirat. M105 Th. pre •• nc. ot God 

in our con.ci.nc. and the ubiv.r •• l .xp.ri.nc • • t IUilt tor lin must b • 

• 'IUlled. 

N.tur.l r.l~i!on cr.at.. an antioip.tion f.r r ..... l.ti.n, b.oaul. 

ot our pr •••• till.nt ot ~d'. coodn ••• and .ur •• na. ot our own extreme 

mi •• ry and ne.d. Pal.y had arp.d that it ",a •• UUlh to •• y that. r ..... -

lati.n " •• not int.ll.ctually improbabl.. Newman would pr.ter to .p.ak 

to tbe.e who.. ..arts havo 10DJOd tor tho onl1cbtommo.t and puritic.tion 

ot a ro ... ol.tien and who would UIO tho anticip.tion of itl preb.bility in 

lookin, it, who wlll •• t,,, •• uppliant. rather than jud,o.. Bo alao will 
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not .pp •• l to mir •• l •• but vill n.n1y inai.t .n tho.e coincidenoel .nd 

~h.ir cumul.tion., which, theUlh not in tbem •• 1vee mir.culoU8, do irr ... i.

tibly torce upon u., almo.t by the law .t our nature, th. pr ••• no. ot the 

.xtr.ordinary .coney ot Him who.e be1~, ve .1r •• dy actn.vled,..·106 

R.cardin, the tact, Ne1flllU llaintain. there i.. .nlr en. r.Upon 

vhich tend. t. fulfil the .spir.ti.n., ... d., and tore.hadowin,. ot natural 

r.licien. Ohr1ltlanity al.n. hal a II •••• ,. .ddr •••• d te all mankind. 

I •••• 1t~r Ohri.tianity i. trom Oed, .r a r.T.lation hal •• t b ••• 

civ •• to UI. ,107 It c.ntin~8 and , •• clud ... what pr.t ••••• te bo an 

.arlier r.Telation, which can bo tr.ced into pr.hiltoric time •• 

The t1rlt Itep, howeTor, in the.direct .Tidence t.r Ohri.tian1ty, 

1. tho Hobrew reUp.n. The Jew. are • people lIarked by the pr.u.aa ot 

the d.v.lopment ot r.l~&i.UI t~uth. Th. tact that theim i. their Ute 

ud lI.d. th.m • pe.pl. i •• 'in,ulu &I1d 1I.u1n&tul phenell ••• n. And 

Ohri.tianity pr.t.s ... t. b. the coploti.n .t their l.w, t. be Juddq 

it •• 1t, d.v.l.ped and tranat.ra.d. For N.wman <at the rather 1n80n.itiT • 

• ndiAi .t • ,.a.ra11y fin. ucument), the e.ntr.T.r.y b.tw.en Ohri.tian1ty 

and Judailll 1. d.cid.d in taT.r .t,Obri.tian1ty, by the v.ry r •••• n that 

Ohri.tian1 ty ha. d.n. vbat Judai'll v •• to }aT. d.ne, in torll' .t a 1I1 •• 10n 

t. the n.ti.n.. At &Q7 rat., the pr.b.bility .t diT1no r.v.l.ti.n i. 

rai •• d, ill relip.ua aiD.", alao.t to a o.rtainty 1n the ea ••• r both 

Judai.1I and Ohri.tlan1ty. And, n ••• ne .thor r.lip.n';but the •• tv. 

pr.t..... t. b. the .rlan .t a t.rmal r.T.1ati •• , c.rtainly net ot • 
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revelatien whioh i. dire.ted to the bene tit ot the whole human raee. a108 
i 

The m •• aianic prophecie. add further lub.tance to this arJUaent. 

The Jewi.h Scripture. declare that their peeple Wal e.t.bli.bed te be a 

bleslinc to tbe wbel. earth thre~h their own preCeDJ. The race would 

lose it. eld .olt in ,linin, a new selt in Him. The Jew. under.tood 

their Scripture. in thi. way ~d expected their creat ruler in the very 

ace in which he oame. Newaan aenclude •• 

New, conliderin, that at that very ti.e eur Lerd did appear a. 
a teaoher, and tounded not merely a relil1en, but (what was then quite 
a new idea in the werld) .. sy.tem of reliliou. wartare, aD a,cre88ive 
and 11111 tot body, a dennant CathoUe Churoh, whioh ai.ed at the 
benefit ot all nations by the spiritual cenque.t et all; and that 
thi8 warfare, then becun by it, bal ~ne en w1theut .e •• atien dewn 
te thi. day, and new i. a. livinC and real .. a ever it was, that that 
militant body haa tro. the tir.t filled the werld, that it baa had 
wenderful suoce •• e., that its lucee •• e. have on the wbDle been of 
extrellO benen t to the huaan raoe, that it hal i.parted an intelli,ont 
notiea about tho Supreme God te millions w1» would bave lived and 
died in irre1ilion, that it hal raiaed tba tone ef .erality wherever 
it hal oeme, hal aboliabed croat .o.ial ano.alio. and ai.orio., has 
elovatod tho fo.alo lOX to it, prop~r dicnity, has protootod tho pooror 
clal.es, haa destroyed slavory, oncour&&od litoraturo and philosoph1, 
and had a principal part in that oivilization of human kind, which, "',:1 

witb 8Omo evlls, haa still on the wbolo boen productiv~ of far creater 
,ood,--eonaidorin" I say, tbat all thi •. bo,an at tho destined, expec
t •• , rooecnized soa.en when the old prophecy aaid that in ene Man, 
born of tho tribo of Judah, all tho tribo. of the oarth "ero to bo 
bleaaed,--I fool I bavo a richt to .ay (and ., line ef arcuaent does 
not load me te say .. re), that it is at the vory loa.t a romarkable 
eoinoidonce; that i8, one ot these coincidonco. Which, when they 
are aoeuaulatod, ce.e c1e.e upon tbe idea ef miracle, a8 beine i~pol
aible without the Band et God directly and immodiately in tho •• 109 

Such is tho prephetic outline and tho historical reality, which can new 

be filled in with more n,uratiTo, vque, and aabicuou8 dotail,. Nor mq 

the failure. of Ohristianity in corr.spondinc to ••• e detail. of this 
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outline be tak.n as destroyiDi the feroe et its corr.spondenc. to oth.rs. 

In faot, Ohristid ty a .. \D.S a prophetic charact.r ef its own. It knew 

its.lt to hay. a universal m.ssace to be apr.ad by the m.ans et pre.chin, 
i 

and sutt.rill" ev.n failure. And it warns us trem the b.pnnin, a,ainst 

anJ anticipatlell.t a reversal ot the cens.quenc.s of sin. 110 That the 

Measiah would .nt.r int. his ,lory b1 preachilll and sufterin, sur.ly must 

BU".St to us so.e Divine Pow.r aooompanyin, hi. and .mbodied in him. 

The history of the ri.e and •• tabUsD.nt of Ohristianity alao ~ 
~...eI)- . ~ 

lu"est. such a pre.ence. It do.s not admit of bein, r.soiv.d i~to a ~. 
~Q.,~/l/o.. 

moral, secial, er political caus.. At least ~he coincid.no. of available 
~ --t4. 

human cauI.s doe, aet readily admit such an .xplanatien.~ut the p~.p_t 
~ ..; 'bl,.{)61fJ. 

.et .f first principl •• i. n •• d.d to look .ls."n.r. for an .xpl~tionl to ~ -
ESSAY 

the theelep.cal virtues, r.p.ntance, faith; the imprint of the ima,e or /) f/ 

id.a ot Ohrist must b. apprehend.d and worshipped and beee •• a principle 

of a •• ociation and a bond b.t"een b.lievers. It is, BAJB Newman, miraculeua 

that such an ima. sbould enter at ence into .e many II1nd. and chan,. ao 

many liv.s and inspire so much coura,.. This i_I. ot Ohrl.t Wat, then, the 

principl. of Ohristian conv.rsion and fellowship. And its principal succes. 

lay with the un.ducated and the p.".rl •••• 

Finally, not enly do •• natural r.Upon pr.pare the w"7 for 

rev.lation. Th. latter be,ins wbere the foraer fail.. Natural r.lilio. 

knows "ell the s.ns. of sin, but it cannet find its r ... dy, the m.diatien 

et Ohrist. Th. po".r of Ohristianity i. in the pr.sent. It i8 addr.sliI.d 



to those minds which belie.,e in God and in a future 'judpent. It 

addresses them throUlh the intellect and thre\1lh the imapnation, Bcreatin, 

a certitude of its truth br arcusentl too .,ariou. for direct enumeration, 

too personal and deep tor words, too powerful and concurrent for refuta

tion. • • • One and the same teachine i8 in different aspects both object 

and proof, and elicits one complex act both of inference and of assent. It 

speaks te us one by one, and it is ~eceiTed br u. one br one, as the ceunter-

111 part, so to say, of eursel.,es, and is real as we are real.-



III. THE PROBLEM OF FIRST PRINOIPLES 

The context of the problem dealt with in the Grammar !f Assent 

Was, as we have se.n, the reasonableness of the faith of even the moat 

uneducated belieTer. The existence of the i,llative sense, operative 

in all of eur concrete and informal reasoninr;, is Newman 1 s answer to 

this problem, and in the final ohapter he has demonstrated the operation 

of this faculty or organon in determ1nin, the truth of natural rell&1on 

and of Ohristianity. It is by the illative .en.e that both Newman and 

the uneducated believer oeme to aooept the divine ori&1n ef tb6ir reli-

cion. 

But what about those who deny the truth of re1ipon and Ohris

tianity? Surely we oannot say that they have no illative sense, or that 

they do not know MW to use it. For it can even be maintained that the 

use of the illative senae, of reasonin, in the cencrete, is involved 

in their conclusion Which is opposed to that of the believer. The 

problem lies much deeper, in the area of first prinoiples. This is 

stated ma.tl1' times in the Grammar, btlt. the folloWin, instance will sut

fie.1 

It i8 not wonderful then, that, while I can prOTe Ohristianity divine 
to rq own .atiaf'action, I shall not be able to force it upon allY one 
else. Multitudes indeed I ou&ht to suoceed in persuadinr; of its truth 
withDut any force at all, because they and I start from the same prin
Ciples, and what is a proef to me is a proof to them; but if any one 
starts from any other principles but ours, I have not the power to 
chanle hi. principles, or the conclusion wbich he draws from them, 
any lIore than I can mike a crooked man strat,ht. Whether his mind 



will eTer ,row strdIht, whether I can do anythin, towards its 
becomin, strai,ht, whether he i8 not reaponaible, responsible to 
hi. Maker, for beine mentally crooked, is another matter; still the 
tact remains, that, in eny inquiry about thirlls in the concrete, men 
ditter fro. each other, net 80 much in the .oundness ot their reason
inc as in the principles which ,evern its exerciee, that the.e prin
Ciple. are of a personal character, that where there i. no oommon 
measure of II1nds, thore is no ~ormnon measure of arCUJllent., and that 
the Talid! ty ef proot \f detenained, not by any scientitic test, but 
by the illative .ense. 2_ 

In moro contemporary tor~., and followine Loner,an, there are irrecenoilable 

horizons resultin, from the presonce and absence ot reli&ious, .eral, and 

intellectual conversion. Here is the ulti .. te point of divereenoe between 

f lien, not the capacity of reasomlll but the treely chosen hariana from 

which they be&in. No ainele proposition will mean the same thin, to men 

who have underpne anr or all ot the.e cenvereions and to th •• e whe have 

either refused cODYeraion (a. happen. e.pooially with reli&ioua and moral 

convoreion) or havo not achieTod it tor ether reason. (aa in intellectual 

conTeraion, whose occurrence ia raro,). FrOIl. Lener,an's standpoint, 

reli&iou8 cenTeraion ,enerally precodo. the othera, tor it ia universally 

acceadble and depends on man'. acceptance ot Qed 18 &itt et his lcrve. 

Reli&ioua cenvorsion enables a SaD to bo more sensitive to tho biases 

which intect his 11vil1l and thus to achieve moral cenversion; and such a 

.enaitivity, in the extre.e and rare case, coul. lea' a man to the inve.ti-

cation and apprepriation ot the structure, process, and impert ot bis 

cecnitional activity, and thus to tho acbievement ot intellectual conver-

aion. It 1. in terma ot these conTersiona, et their preaence and absence, 



that tho first principle. ot which Newman speaks are determinod. A man 

~ in tho ,oneral caso, resp.nliblo ter hi. tir.t principles, for he is 

responlible tor the stato of his eWn subjectivity. If life and death havo 

been .tit betere him, as they aro each day, he is relponsibl. ter his choice. 

AlthoUlh 'hero are many in.tanc.s in the Grammar !! A .. ont which 

would enable u. te relate dialectioally the two sets ef first principle. 

with which Newman wal .. st cencorned, the relic10us and the ratiena1i.t, 

Walerave has brou,ht to bear on thil subject aaterial tro .. m~ ether 

lOurCO.. Thua what to1lewl and concludes this .tudy will be 1arcoly a 

s~y or Wat,ravo'a analY'ie ef the.e typos. 
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IV. THE PSYOHOLOGY OF ETHOS ~ ~ ~ ~ 

fw-'o . 
Accerelin, to Walerave, there. are, in the ,eneral case anel 

irrespective of centent, two sets ef first principle.. One set is derived 

from human nat.ure, the other trom tho persenal qualities of theindiv1dal, 

and particularly a" ho 1s a participant in the aentiments of his a,e a. 

culture. The latter 'consist ef att1tudes of mind, peints of Tin, nGn18 

of judcment and ot value, whose orip,n lie8 in a P'Oup~.enta1ity, the 

spiri t et the time, tho 'cultural' environment; they insinuate themsel ft 8, 

as it were, by stealth, and are thus unrelisted and unquestioned. It is 

not by personal experience that we 'first acquire them. er, later, for the 

most part, 'realise' them. W. take them for cranted, because we breathe 

them. in a. part ef the surro~din& ataesphere. In the a,ere,ate, they ;I 

constitute ~hat may be called, 1n a spec1al ,emse, eur 'culture.,,11, 

Newman 18 by no means oppe.ed to breadth ef culture, nor does 

he set nature and culture in irreconcilable .ppes1tion one to the other. 

!_h,RoU8seau. In tact, his str.1lI eppositie. te the principle of uni

versal deubt indicate. hi. adherence te the notion ef the benefit. of 

culture. 114 If "e are sincere 1n our pursuit of truth, fellewin, the 

laws of our Dature, then we are aided by the reseurce. of our culture. 115 

But the personal and protound thinker 1s d1stincuished trom the superficial 

and imper"Dal ene in that the world ot the former i8 animated by an 

1J1Dlanent. pnnciple of precress1ve 'realization, n while that of the latter 

is impClsed tr •• witheut, because he has no persenal intellectual •• orin,s. 

47 



The dialeetical reots ot the ditterence between the relic1ou8 

JUn and the ratienalist are'stated in the toU.willl para,raph trom Wal,rave: 

Tbou,bt that 1s stren&ly en:rained, deeply reeted in real experience, 
ia ultimately relip.ous, nen thouch this character ... y lo~ remain only 
implicit. That which is not 110 reeted i8 noth1111 mere than the play ot 
ab8tract reas<itn. The former develop s in I. ,enuine and continuous 
precess et ,rowth, IIle. but sure, and 1eadi11l on to certitude; the 
second is spa8lledic and fitful, dazzli11l at times in itll speed, but 
never atable, ever in pursUit .t the latest idea, the mest recent 
ar,ument. It is evident how the first is directed, above all, by 
livin, and implicit reasonin" while the second i8 tho werk of explicit 
and formal arpmtent with no •• lid connection with personal experience. 
ThoUCh both co.prise a.t once uncenscious precedure. and the.e which 
are technical, persenal experience, because it is mere livin, and 
pro to und, possesses a more vicereus and spentaneous pewer of expan-
sion, theu,h it is .ore resistant to expression in conceptual torm. 
Thou,ht which is impersonal and purely netional, bein, received !Hre 
passively by the mind, dees not arouse the same unconscious and spon
taneous stirrincs, tbDUlh-it furni.hes reason in its deliberations 
with ~re tractable material, for, unlike intuition, it is unaccom
panied by a painful liwareness .t the inadequacy of its concepts to 
represent reality:'10 

Thus 1.m011I the set of natural tirst principles, which can be 

either tellowed or i,nered in onels personal lite, is the principle ot 

fidelity to experience and of reliance upon informal, concrete reasonin,. 

The reli,ioua man will tend to rely upon the illative sense, as a matter 

ot principle, While the rationalist will want evorythinc put in terms 

ef "tractable material" or paper lopc, even theU&h, a,a!net his ewn 

admissien, there are unconscious and 1mplici t reaseni11ls involved in the 

procells ef his thou,ht. 

Te lay this, accordin, to Wal,rave, is to spoak of fidelity t. 

conscience as the predominant mark of the relipous man, whose develGp-



ment nis a dialectic ef fidelity t. conscience. w117 Oonscience is part 

of man' {rw,ture. We bave seen above the two sides of conscience, the moral 

sense and the sense of ob1i&atien. The latter guides us to a sanction 

deri vin" from God and to an admi anon of dependence on a transcendent 

realm. The experience of sin is a sentiment of an injury to love. O.n-

science is the natural bond between man and God', the creati1'e principle 

of reli"ion. It provides us with a liviDl anti cencrete imap lof God. 

As it. liCbt increases, • ••• moral and rolic1ous realities ••• become 

the chief concern of eur lives. Thoy are levin&ly received into the soul, 

and there they cather up all its fae.ulties into a sin,le li'fiZli torce, 

directod, tranquilly and unrem1ttincly, to its reliciou8 ,.ed. Under 

this profoUDd, affective impul.e, livin" implicit ....... de1'elops and, 

by decree., brings into being a relic10us conception of the world and ef 

1ife."118 In thi. develepment ef livinc and implicit thought principles 

of value ariae in whose U,ht we jud&e the remainder of our experience. 

Wat,rave lists among these prinCiples! Athe primacy .r conscience in 

the aearch fer truth and the judpent of values; sin as a formidable 

reality of life; ,oodness and badness as ultimate qualities of every human 

action; the meanilli and value of life found in moral action, in holiness, 

rather than in a hi,h state of culture; our whole life as surrounded by 

mysteries, and our havilli te be content with the decree. of evidence 

afford,d by our earthly condition."119 

Oonscience alao illumines the world to Which it seems to epposed. 
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The result of such illllDination is summarized above in the discussion of ~ 

natural reli&1.n~:s emphasis upon the alienatien of the world from Qed b~ 

al.o upon Qed's lO • .meSS. It i. the idea ot Previdence, as we have seen, ,-..r\ 
that preTides the key to the enigma ef the world and of religion'. uneasy 

state within it. 

What, then, ot the nethesn of the rationalist? It results ultimately, 

says Waleravej'. from the cloudin, ctver .f conscience. As a general but llGt 

universal rule, personal infidelity to conscience explains why religious 

experience fails to expand in man I s heart and remains barren in his mind. 

With reprd t. the role of thought in this infidelity, Walgrave states: 

Sin, by itself, would ~t be enough to degrade our conscience; but 
we have an unfortunate tendency to alir;n our theu,ht with our cenduct, 
and a subtle power t. achieve this effect. The intrinsic evil of the 
world is that it reasons against God and prevides sin with the support 
ot an intellectual system. Man rebels a,ainst feeUn& himself in the 
wron" in an inferior position; he prefers to act as be pleases, in 
independent fashion, his mind at rest. Like the Pharisee in the 
Gospel, he desires t. be centented with himself. Very well, then; 
his intellect will be the ~-between to arrange the matter and to 
build, with tho help ef a number of ingenious theories and subtle 
ar&Uments, a vast substructure from which, admittedly, it dees not 
exclude his higher, ineradicable convictions, but where they are 
p~udently adjusted and 'explained', allowing falseheod a plaoid 
co-existence with a reli~.us veneer to a life in accordance with 
the m.axims of the world. 20 

The 'religion" of such a man is described by Newmana nIt has as foundation 

self-sufticiency, and for result self-satisfaction. n121 

Reason first, then, reduces the feelinr; ot obligation to the other 

constituent of conscience, the moral sense, thus dissipating the transcendent 

aspect of conscienco. nIts centre, then, is no lonler God the lawr;iver, 
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-but the man of sense •••• For a voioe whioh cOUlllands and threatens is 

substituted a delicate feelin, tor human perfection •••• In ebert, the 

moral imperative with its term teundation in a.d lives place to a humanist 

ethic. • • • What romains, in the end, is I. certain nunber of social senti-

ments, varyin& acoordin, te time and circumstance, a oreation et hunan 

culture, and equally relative. A more or less radical scepticism prevails. 1122 

But a reason divorced from conscience is a reason divorced from 

its roots. This is the reason fer the fluctuatinc diversity of the 

morality ·espoused" by such a reason. Such a pbilosopbf, hewever, is not 

without it. first principles. First, it claims t. be rea1istio in its 

reca.tine ef consoionce alone the lines of principle. drawn fro. tan&ible 

reality. The universal fact that man must exercise his capacitie. in the 

sphere of tho visible world must be looked at, not "from within" by con

Bcience, but "from With.ut l by common sense. The lobjective" data of 

experience and the coneli tiona of success in the world provide the first 

prinCiples of such an ethic. Tho reason and mea.ure .f h'tDan nature are 

t. be found in the utilitarian demands of life and of earthly happiness. 

Tho unpreductive virtues espoused by censcience are rejected or i~red 

in such a view. Tho virtu •• wbich l.ad to advancement of oneself and 

the ,eneral ,ood, and the virtues which make life mere ploasant, are tho 

enly Virtues recopized. The idea of God in such an ethic eliminates 

all anxietY"oppressiveness, and severity. The quest fer palpable results 

leafle, in turn, to an emphasis en tho kind of thtU&ht that can be easily 
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dealt with in lanlUa&e, on Terbal rea.oninc. A reason divorced from its 

reots will be a rea.en les8 inclined to be sensitive to the implicit con

crete tendencies of thaillatiTe senae and to the Talidity of the oonclusions 

to wbich we are urced by the spontaneous lite 'It a mind that is rooted in 

conscience. 



OONCLUSION 

It would seem, then, that we have uncoTered the r.ots .t the 

ethical character of a particular _de of inquiry throuch which roUp GUS 

truth is acquired.. The IUdo of inquiry it.elf i. the implicit and concrete 

reasoninc spelled out in fine dotail in The Grammar !! As.ent. culllinatin, 

in and permeated by tile operatien of the illative .ense. The 'ethical 

character of suoh inquiry is rooted in conscience, With which such reason-

in, is in profound touch. The habits of mind of the relic10ua man, educated 

or not, result £'rOJl. hi. fidelity to conscience and carry him te relic10us 

truth and certitude. The habits of mind of the rationalist are divorced -
tr.~,~~ life of censcience and thus from the very natural root. of the 

h\ll.n mind. True relicion i I seen as more in keepin:; With the natur,o et 
,-... ! ' 

man than either irreli&i •• or the sophisticated "reliclon or culture." 

Oonscieuce is the key tG a let er :f'irat principlos which render relipous 

truth pes.ible. And amom, the.e first principles i. the nece •• ity or 

reliance upGn the i.plici t verkin,s ef I. mnd ,hat has maintained contact 
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tMre was an intellectual cowardice in net havinr; a baais in reason fear 
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relyin, on feelin,s muoh needed then in the heyday of the Evan&elicals. 
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fyin, holiness with feelin, ,ood.." Newman:!h! Pillar !! y!! Cloud.,(N0w 
Yorkl Doubled.ay, 1962~ p. 99. 
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weathor. It is tho cencrete being that realens; pass a number of years, 
and. I find my IIind in a new place; bow? the whole man moves; paper lopc 
is but the record. at it.1 

14 J ~"f...jJJ 
Wal,r.ve,I.p. ~. 

15Ibici., p. 47. In the ApoloJia, Newman refers t. the University 
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William Froude, ~ Correspendence, Baltimere, 19", p. 127. On the impor
tance of the Newman-Freude corr •• pendence, see Walerave, pp. 62 f., and 
Collins, p. 8 and pp. ,a ft. "Freude maintainod that anyone aiminC at 
intellectual intecrity must fereco certitudina1 assent t. the teachings 
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beth bep,n with what is &iven. See p. 272 in GAs IIWe are in a world of 
facte, and we use them; fer tlbre is nothing else to use. We d. not 
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reli~en; te &ive I. notional, ia a th .. 10~cl.l act. It is discerned, rested 
in, and appropriated 1.8 a reality, by the religious iaalination; it i8 held 
1.8 a truth by the theelop,cal intellect." Ibid., p. 9'. 

'9Ibid., p. 94. 
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41 Ibid., p. 98. 
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4'Ibid., p. 99. 
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